The unavoidable effect of the environmental noise due to nuclear spins and charge traps is included in the study of the hybrid qubit dynamics. Hybrid qubit dues its name to the advantageous combination of manipulation speed of a charge qubit with the longevity of a spin qubit. It consists of three electrons confined through external gate voltages in a double quantum dot and deserves special interest in quantum computation applications due to its advantages in terms of fabrication, control and only electrical manipulation. The fluctuations of the global magnatic field do not affect the dynamics of the hybrid qubit that is defined in a decoherence-free subspace. The main sources of decoherence come from local magnetic fluctuations and charge fluctuations. Our work is based on the hypothesis that gate voltages are fixed and keeped constant while qubit evolves in time. Coherence time of the hybrid qubit is extracted when model parameters take values achievable experimentally in the nuclear free isotope 28 Si, natural Si and GaAs hosts.
Introduction
Spin-based architectures in semiconducting hosts are intensely studied in view of potential applications in quantum computation and simulation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Quantum dot (QD)-based architectures [9, 2, 10] and qubit realized through donor-atom nuclear or electron spins [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] are deeply investigated over the years. In particular semiconductor based qubits assure long electron spin coherence times, easy manipulation, fast gate operations and potential for scaling [16, 17, 18, 19] , in addition to the compatibility with the existing CMOS process. The hybrid qubit (HQ), in which the dominant mechanism of interaction is the exchange coupling between couple of three electrons confined in a double QD, has been proposed [20, 21] and broadly investigated from an experimental [22, 23, 24] and theoretical [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] point of view.
The unavoidable environmental noise is the dominant cause of decoherence in the qubit dynamics and deeply affects the fidelity of quantum gates. The sources of disturbance come mainly from a magnetic source and an electrical one. HQ is only affected by local fluctuations (i.e. Overhauser fields) since it is a decoherence-free subspace qubit and then protected against global magnetic fluctuations. One source of disturbance is represented by the magnetic field due to the nuclear spins in the host material, moreover the fluctuations in the applied magnetic field that removes spin degeneracy of quantum states have to be considered. Magnetic noise strongly depends on the host material and thanks to the presence of stable isotopes with zero nuclear spins it is of minor entity in Si but becomes significant in GaAs compounds. The dynamical decoupling techniques and nuclear polarization are used to reduce the disturbance on the qubit and increase its coherence time. Charge noise instead originates from two sources: charge fluctuations on impurities that act as traps and fluctuations on the electrostatic gates adopted to confine the electrons, directly linked to the exchange couplings between the spins.
The effects of magnetic and charge noises on the dynamics of the HQ is studied theoretically. The evolution in time of the HQ occurs keeping constant the external gate voltages. This choice makes easy the comparison between our theoretical results and the experimental ones due to the constant inputs to be applied by the experimentalist. The coherence times are extracted when different experimental conditions of interest are realized in the nuclear free isotope 28 Si, natural Si and GaAs hosts in presence of both the environmental noises.
In Section 2 an overview on the HQ dynamics and the envelope-fitting procedure to extract coherence times in presence of noise are presented. In Section 3 an articulate study of the coherence times in the space of the HQ physical parameters in different semiconducting hosts is reported. Finally some concluding remarks in Section 4.
Hybrid qubit noise model
In the HQ three electrons are distributed during the operations between a double QD, with at least one electron in each. The qubit is effectively described combining the Hubbard-like model with a projector operator method [25] by the following Hamiltonian model in units
In Eq.(1), σ i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the electron Pauli matrices and E z = gµ B B z is the Zeeman energy associated to the magnetic field lying in theẑ direction. The constant g is the electron g-factor and µ B is the Bohr magneton. The coefficients j , j 1 and j 2 are the effective exchange couplings among couple of electrons and include the dot tunneling, the dot bias and both on-site and off-site Coulomb interactions [25] . They are tunable acting on the tunneling couplings by external gates and on the inter-dot bias voltage. The Coulomb energy as well as the intra-dot bias voltage, directly linked to j , are fixed by the geometry of the qubit. HQ is encoded within the two-dimensional subspace with total angular momentum state S = 1/2 and projection alongẑ, S z = −1/2 [20] . The logical basis
is composed by singlet (|S ) and triplet (|T 0 and |T − ) states of a pair of electrons in combination with the single angular momentum states (| ↑ and | ↓ ) of the third spin, through Clebsh-Gordan coefficients. The dynamics is studied in the 2 × 2 logical basis and the evolution operator U (t) = e −iHt , where H is given in Eq. (1), is obtained analytically [33] .
Once that the initial condition |ψ (0) is fixed and the system is free to evolve in time, the return probability P |ϕ (t) of finding the qubit in a given logical state |ϕ at an arbitrary time instant t is calculated exploiting the compact form of the evolution operator [33] . Employing the quasi-static model, both the magnetic disturbance and the electrical one are evaluated looking at the disorder-averaged return probability [34, 35, 36] [
The disturbance dues to local magnetic field fluctuations acting between the two QDs obeys to a Gaussian distribution f δE (δE) with zero mean and standard deviation
Analogously the exchange couplings j 1 and j 2 follow a Gaussian distribution f ji (j i ), (i = 1, 2), restricted to non-negative values with mean j 0i and standard deviation σ ji
The intra-dot exchange coupling j is mostly set by the geometry of the system and only less effectively tuned from external gates [25] . Due to this difference, in the following we are assuming that j is constant. In the following the initial condition corresponding to the pure zero logical state |ψ(0) = |0 is studied. We are interested in the probability P |0 (t) of finding the qubit in the |0 logical state that is an oscillatory function whose analytical expression at an arbitrary time instant t is given by
where
and
The multiple integrals [P |0 (t)] α , in correspondence to several values of σ E and σ j1 = σ j2 ≡ σ j , obtained inserting Eq. (6) Generally speaking T * 2 takes into account the number of coherent oscillations shown by [P |ϕ (t)] α before it decays and it is evaluated through an envelopefitting procedure in which we look for a curve of the form
that closely approximates the envelope function of [P |0 (t)] α .
Coherence time analysis
In this Section a comprehensive study on the HQ coherence times is presented. The results are obtained exploring a suitable range of qubit physical parameters. The exchange couplings varies with the detuning ε between the two quantum dots and can be generally described by the exponential function j i (ε) = j 0i e − ε ε 0 (i = 1, 2) [37] , where ε 0 is a detuning operating point taken as reference. Developing in power series and truncating, it follows that δj i ≈ j 0i δε ε0 and consequently σ ji ≈ j 0i σε ε0 . We work in the hypothesis that j 01 = 0.5j 0 , j 02 = 1.5j 0 and j = 0.5j 0 . The parameter j 0 contains all the essential information in order to describe the qubit under investigation in terms of the qubit geometrical parameters and of the physical hosts materials where the qubit lies. Spin density functional theory allows us to simulate reasonable physical values for the parameter j 0 [28] .
We can take advantage of the fact that σ E essentially remains constant as one changes the average exchange coupling j 0 , while σ ji is roughly linear in j 0 . This assumption is less restrictive with respect to that one used in our previous work [33] , where standard deviation σ j was considered as a simple independent variable with no explicit link to j 0 . In the following the results are presented when σ j1 = σ j2 ≡ σ j .
We compare in Fig. 1 the extracted coherence times from [P |0 (t)] α through Eq. (9) . This choice is motivated by realistic experimental conditions and compatible with σ ε = 4.39 µeV as reported in Ref. [24] . Three different HQ semiconducting hosts are considered: 28 Si (σ E = 0), Si (σ E = 3 neV) and GaAs (σ E = 100 neV). All the curves in correspondence to a major source of charge disturbance (σ ε /ε 0 = 0.03) lies under the curves with a minor one (σ ε /ε 0 = 0.003) since, as expected, coherence times decrease. When large values for j 0 (j 0 ≥ 10 µeV) are considered, charge noise dominates and the different nature of the host materials do not affect the HQ coherence times. Decreasing j 0 , instead, T * 2 increases and it is possible to appreciate how the Si and GaAs cases detach from the 28 Si case. A long coherence time T * 2 is a mandatory feature when the exploitation of the qubit memory aspects is desired. Moreover, focusing on Si, a plateau region in which T * 2 is constant in correspondence to σ ε /ε 0 = 0.003 and 3 × 10 −8 ≤ j 0 ≤ 3 × 10 −7 eV is present. In this range, a larger value of j 0 has to be preferred in order to assure a greater number of gate operations at an almost constant T * 2 . Note that the GaAs case shows a similar plateau at j 0 ≥ 1 µeV. Same considerations can be done for the Si and GaAs cases with σ ε /ε 0 = 0.03 where changes in the slope of the curves are visible but less evident. At lower j 0 the magnetic noise dominates and, in fact, the Si results lean roughly on the same curve independently on the level of charge noise. The same holds for GaAs case.
Our results suggest that a reduction in j 0 leads to a T * 2 increase, when constant electrical potentials are applied ('always on' operation). A fair comparison between our foreseen T * 2 and other predicted coherence times reported in literature is not straightforward due to the different type of control methods and sequences considered. In Ref. [24] , T * 2 obtained with various sequences in Si hybrid qubit is presented, and it is shown that higher coherence times can be achieved if the detuning amplitude ε of the pulsed signal is increased. These results are not in contrast with our outcomes, even if our search was limited to a change only in j 0 , because for a ε increase a reduction in j 0 is obtained. A different implementation of the hybrid qubit in GaAs is presented in Ref. [32] , where three quantum dots are used instead of two. The authors performed initialization, control and readout of the qubit and presented a model to qualitatively understand the observed behaviours. As in our case, a decrease in the coherence time is directly linked to an increase in the exchange coupling between the electrons confined in the two dots where the hybrid qubit is defined.
In order to compare our findings with the current experimental values, the experimental T * 2 collected from the literature are reported for experiments with DC pulsed signals. For the Si case in Ref. [22] the authors estimate a lower bound for the coherence time T * 2 for pulsed Larmor and Ramsey sequences of 2 and 10 ns, respectively. For the GaAs case in Ref. [32] , observed coherent oscillations, interpreted as Larmor oscillations, give a range of values for T * 2 of 1-6 ns. Our T * 2 results are beyond the experimental ones in the range of j 0 considered, with a reduced difference for high j 0 , suggesting that the experimental working points are probably different with respect to the choice done in our calculations. More details on the experimental aspects of the system, such as charge noise levels, working point and exchange energies of the qubit, are required to better foresee the T * 2 achievable. Note that a complete search of sweet spots for the hybrid qubit in the whole ranges of j 1 , j 2 and j parameters will be a subject of a future work.
Other interesting information can be extracted from the quality factor Q [35] . It is a function of the coherence time T * 2 and j 0 (10) and represents the exponential decay factor for the return probability over h/j 0 . Looking at the evolution of Q with respect to j 0 becomes extremely important when the interest points on evaluating the best experimental condition to maximize the number of HQ state oscillations (gate operations). Fig. 2 reports the behaviour of the quality factor Q when j 0 is varied. Differently from the 28 Si case that is constant for every value of j 0 and is much closer to 1 when σ ε /ε 0 = 0.003 with respect the case σ ε /ε 0 = 0.03, Q increases as a function of j 0 in Si and GaAs cases. At high j 0 the quality factors go toward the values of the corresponding 28 Si case. Si case reaches the corresponding maxima Q at lower j 0 (around 0.3 µeV) than the ones for the GaAs case (10 µeV).
Conclusions
Hybrid qubit coherence times are extracted when both magnetic and electrical environmental noises are considered. The HQ time evolution is analytically derived keeping constant the control parameters. This means that from an experi- mental point of view, in order to make the comparison with our results, constant inputs have to be applied to the qubit. The coherence time is evaluated through the number of coherent oscillations shown by the disordered return probability before it decays and extracted adopting an envelope-fitting procedure. The in depth analysis of the behaviour of the coherence time with respect to j 0 , the parameter that fully describes the qubit in terms of geometrical parameters and of the physical hosts materials, is of great interest in view of applications of the HQ in quantum computation. When j 0 ≥ 10 µeV, charge noise dominates and the different nature of the host materials do not affect the HQ coherence times. Decreasing j 0 the magnetic noise prevails and this is evident for Si below j 0 = 30 neV and for GaAs below j 0 = 1µeV.
To complete the study, the behaviour of the quality factor Q with respect to j 0 is presented. It provides useful information when the interest points in identifying the best experimental condition to maximize the number of HQ state oscillations, directly related to the gate operations. Q increases as a function of j 0 in Si and GaAs cases and at high j 0 it goes toward the values of the corresponding 28 Si case that instead is constant for every value of j 0 .
